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This limited the Xbox as a gaming system, because the games were designed to take
advantage of the more capable system. Microsoft allowed game developers to choose the
quality of the hardware and the GUI that they would use, by allowing them to create their
own hardware abstractions, they could rewrite the Xbox code-base, and enjoy greater
success with the Xbox. In 2011, Microsoft decided that they would update the Xbox
instead of completely redesigning it. The Xbox360 was released with a lot of the same
technologies as the Xbox. The Xbox360 supported more memory and bandwidth because
it ran a newer, more capable OS, the Xbox360 ran off of Windows XP. It used 512MB of
RAM and 256MB of DDR2 memory. The Xbox360 ran off of DirectX 9 hardware, designed
to utilize its full capabilities. The Xbox360 had an Nvidia 8800 series GPU. It was not a
completely identical GPU like the Xbox, because the Xbox's GPU was designed for a whole
different set of applications. I believe that the Xbox360 uses a subset of the DX9 features
found in the Xbox. That is why a low spec Xbox can drive 1080p on the Xbox360, but not
on the Xbox. XNAL is required for the Xbox360 to render games at 1080p, whereas XNAL
is not required for the Xbox to render games at 1080p. The middleware allows you to use
7th-generation hardware to run 3rd-party Xbox 360 games, which cannot be run without
Xbox360 middleware. With this release, XNAL runs on even more hardware. We tested a
couple of Nintendo Wii-U/360 games, the AMD GPU in the Wii-U is currently incapable of
running XNAL. However, XNAL can now run on the integrated GPU in the Wii-U. This
release of Wii-U middleware is mandatory for Wii-U games to run on the Wii-U.
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